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 Abstract 

Cryptography literally known as secret writing has been used as a means of securing private information for roughly 3500 years, 
dating back to 1500 B.C. in ancient Mesopotamia where scribes encrypted secret recipes for pottery glazes using substitution 
ciphers. Wartime encryption followed shortly thereafter, with the ancient Spartans being the first to employ military 
cryptography. Physical-layer security is then any security obtained by exploiting the physical characteristics, e.g., noise, of the 
communications channels. In this paper, we made a complete study of how cryptography is possible with the possibility of 
physical layer security.   
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1. Introduction  

Many cryptosystems in place today measure security computationally. If all known attacks are computation- ally 
intractable, then the system is deemed to be secure. The chief failings of this notion of security are the assumptions 
placed on the attacker. First, it is assumed that the attacker has limited resources to confront the problem, even if 
those resources are state of the art. Second, it is assumed that the attacker uses attacks which are publicly known, 
even though a better attack may exist. Claude Shannon addressed these shortcomings by defining the notion of 
perfect secrecy. If a secret message M is encrypted into a cryptogram E using a secret key K, then perfect secrecy is 
achieved if H(M|E) = H(M). Shannon also proved that perfect secrecy is only attainable if the key is at least as long 
as M, which is clearly impractical. However, perfect secrecy also makes the limiting assumption that an attacker has 
access to an error-free cryptogram, which may not be the case in practice.  

Understanding of the theoretically achievable secrecy rates of communication systems has continued to grow. 
But another of the main challenges in this area has been the design of practical systems which achieve the secrecy 
rates indicated by the theory. These systems exploit noise in the channel at the physical layer of the communications 
system. Practical designs maximizing the information-theoretic secrecy are not trivial. Most currently suffer from 
one or more of several drawbacks. For instance, code designs are oftentimes a function of specific channel 
parameters (channel state information or CSI) seen by legitimate receivers and eavesdroppers. Without accurate 
CSI, the results of these systems are not guaranteed; therefore, channels with varying or unknowable parameters 
present design issues. Other codes offer secrecy for only specific types of channels, or only when the eavesdropper’s 
channel is degraded. Still other designs are impractical in the real world due to design complexity, necessary side 
information for legitimate decoding, or other limitations. Finally, the most glaring shortcoming of any scheme which 
derives security from the physical layer of a communication system, is that if an eavesdropper has a better channel 
than a legitimate receiver, the scheme is likely to fail. The extreme case is when an eavesdropper has a noise-free 
channel and Z = X. Clearly this necessitates any physical- layer security scheme to be coupled with some other 
protection in order to maintain secrecy in the worst case. 

The intent of this paper is to develop the notion of combined security due to cryptography and channel coding, 
thus providing a more complete security solution. To accomplish this goal, we cast coding into a cryptographic 
enhancement role, and seek to prevent an attacker from obtaining a noise- free cryptogram using channel coding. 
We present a new security metric for physical-layer schemes; namely, degrees of freedom D in an attacker’s 
knowledge of the cryptogram. As a comparison, if bits in M are uniformly zero or one and independent and 
identically distributed, then perfect secrecy implies D = k. In fact we show that H(X|Z) = E[D] for a specific case. 
Our notion of physical-layer security using D addresses the effectiveness of attacks on a cryptographic layer. To be 
more precise, our notion of security answers the practical question, how does the complexity of an attack on the 
cryptography change without perfect knowledge of the cryptogram? 

It has been shown previously using correlation attacks on stream ciphers that certain cryptographic attacks are 
still possible even on noisy cryptograms, although a threshold on the noise level exists such that errors beyond the 
threshold cause the attack to fail. Practical schemes should provide enough confusion to exploit even the smallest 
amount of noise in an eavesdropper’s received data to cause failure of these attacks on the cryptographic layer. Such 
systems should be robust to varying channel parameters, imperfect CSI at the encoder, and non-degraded system 
models. In fact, good designs still offer security enhancement to cryptography, even when attackers have an 
advantage in signal quality over legitimate receivers. Of course, all of this must be done while guaranteeing reliable 
communication between friendly parties. Therefore, along with the new metric, this paper also analyzes combined 
cryptographic and physical-layer security in a practical coding scheme using degrees of freedom to characterize 
security. The studied scheme was shown to inflict a passive eavesdropper using a message-passing decoder with 
stopping sets with very high probability when a legitimate receiver and an eavesdropper view transmitted data 
through statistically independent packet erasure channels (PEC). The scheme relies on a non-systematic low-density 
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parity-check (LDPC) code design, with puncturing and interleaving steps in the encoder. Legitimate receivers are 
given access to an authenticated public feedback channel for Automatic Repeat- reQuest (ARQ). In this paper, we 
broaden the security analysis of the scheme by addressing the following points. 

• Degrees of freedom 
• Encoder Description 
• Optimization 
• Extensions 

 
 

2. Preliminary Study  

As a precursor to addressing the problem of combined security derived from both cryptography and physical-
layer security, it is first requisite to provide a system-level overview of the general setup, and set forth some notation 
regarding that system. In addressing the big picture up front, it is easier to see how each result contributes to the 
overall goal of this work, that is, to provide combined security through cryptography and physical-layer security 
coding. It is also necessary to give some basic background in information theory, cryptography, channel coding, and 
physical-layer security. When discussing physical-layer security in this chapter, we also discuss some of the short-
comings of specific code designs that offer security, and introduce a new metric, degrees of freedom, that may be 
useful in assessing the security of some physical-layer schemes. 

2.1 System Level Overview and Notation 

In a typical digital communications system, we anticipate a setup similar to that shown in Figure 1. We see a 
source of data, say Alice, and a destination for that data to be transmitted or sink, say Bob. Assume that Alice’s data 
are discrete symbols from a generic alphabet A. Prior to transmission of Alice’s data, she may choose to pass the 
data through a series of encoders. Figure 1 depicts three encoders; namely, a source encoder, a cryptographic 
encoder, and a channel encoder. Of course, Bob’s receiver possesses matching decoders in reverse order. The source 
encoder removes redundancy in the data through some compression algorithm; the cryptographic encoder conceals 
the meaning of the data from potential attackers of the system; and finally, the channel encoder adds redundancy 
back into the data for the purpose of error detection and correction. The research presented in this work deals 
primarily with the cryptographic encoder and the channel encoder. Thus, we often assume the data have been 
compressed, but will not offer details as to the compression techniques. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Typical Digital Communication System 
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2.2 Information theory 

Physical-layer security is a research area in information theory, and hence, most of the traditional security 
metrics are information theoretic. Hence, we provide here a brief overview of basic information-theoretic quantities, 
and refer the interested reader to for more details. For the following definitions, assume X and Y to be discrete 
random variables with respective pmfs pX(x) defined over X and pY (y) defined over y. 

Definition 1: The entropy of X is given as 

 

Definition 2: The conditional entropy of X given Y is defined as 

 

 

Definition 3: The mutual information between X and Y is calculated as 

 

 

Definition 4: A discrete memory less channel (DMC) is a channel with input modeled by the discrete random 
variable X and output modeled by the discrete random variable Y where the probabilities of specific 
outputs in Y are determined by transition probabilities py|x(y|x). The memory less aspect of the 
channel indicates that the ith channel output is only a function of the ith channel input. 

Definition 5. For a communications channel, if X is the input and Y is the output, then the channel capacity C is 
defined as 

 

 

3. A Physical Layer Secured Key Distribution 

Key distribution and renewing in wireless local area networks is a crucial issue to guarantee that unauthorized 
users are prevented from accessing the network. In this paper, we propose a technique for allowing an automatic 
bootstrap and periodic renewing of the network key by exploiting physical layer security principles, that is, the 
inherent differences among transmission channels. The proposed technique is based on scrambling of groups of 
consecutive packets and does not need the use of an initial authentication nor automatic repeat request protocols. We 
present a modification of the scrambling circuits included in the IEEE 802.11g standard which allows for suitable 
error propagation at the unauthorized receiver, thus achieving physical layer security. 

An increasing interest is being devoted to physical layer security, which exploits the inherent randomness of the 
wireless channel to obtain information security or, at least, to reduce the complexity of cryptographic techniques at 
higher layers. The technique proposed exploits physical layer security and automatic repeat request protocols to 
periodically renew the secret key in IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs). Such a solution requires 
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that the authorized user has already been authenticated by the access point (AP). So, it does not solve the problem of 
automatically bootstrapping the network, that is, automatically generating the first key and distributing it only to the 
authorized users. 

The IEEE 802.11 standard includes the Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS) protocol, which has been introduced in 
2007 for simplifying the network bootstrap and does not exploit physical layer security. WPS, however, has some 
well-known weaknesses, which make its use insecure. 

 

4. LDPC Codes, Scrambled Codes and ARQ  

This paper presents a coding scheme for the Gaussian wiretap channel based on low-density parity-check 
(LDPC) codes. The messages are transmitted over punctured bits to hide data from eavesdroppers. It is shown that 
this method is asymptotically effective in the sense that it yields a BER very close to 0.5 for an eavesdropper whose 
SNR is lower than the threshold SNRE, even if the eavesdropper has the ability to use a bitwise MAP decoder. Such 
codes also achieve high reliability for the friendly parties provided they have an SNR above a second threshold 
SNRB. It is shown how asymptotically optimized LDPC codes can be designed with differential evolution where the 
goal is to achieve high reliability between friendly parties and security against a passive eavesdropper while keeping 
the security gap SNRB/SNRE as small as possible. The proposed coding scheme is applicable at finite block lengths 
and can be combined with existing cryptographic schemes to deliver improved data security by taking advantage of 
the stochastic nature of many communication channels. 

It was proved by Shannon that information- theoretically secure communication is possible only if the 
communicating parties, say Alice and Bob, share a secret key whose entropy is larger or equal to that of the 
message. In that case Alice and Bob can use the one-time pad scheme and any potential eavesdropper Eve who does 
not have access to the secret key is provably unable to extract any information about the message. Unfortunately, the 
one-time pad scheme only translates the problem of sharing a message to sharing a secret key. To circumvent this 
difficulty, a variety of cryptographic algorithms were invented that employ shorter secret keys, but rely on unproved 
mathematical assumptions and limited computational resources at Eve for secrecy. 

Shannon’s assumption, though, was that Bob’s and Eve’s observations of the transmitted cipher text are 
identical. Quite often that assumption is not realistic due to the stochastic nature of many communication channels. 
A few decades after Shannon’s work it was explained that information theoretically secure communication is 
possible exclusively by means of coding at the physical layer if Eve has a worse channel then Bob. 

Equivocation at Eve, which is an established metric for in- formation theoretic security, is difficult to measure or 
analyze on noisy coded sequences, especially at finite block lengths. That may be one of the main reasons why no 
practical code constructions at finite block lengths for secure communication exist at this point. To get around his 
problem, the bit-error-rate (BER) over message bits, which is much easier to analyze and measure, is used as a 
measure for security in this paper. For ex- ample, if Eve observes data through a channel with BER close to 0.5 (the 
errors are IID), then she would be able to extract little information about the message. It should be noted at the 
outset that BER is a different metric than the equivocation; therefore this paper does not address information 
theoretic security, but rather physical layer security. Nevertheless, it is argued that a high BER at Eve is useful and 
can, possibly in conjunction with standard cryptographic techniques, deliver improved resilience against 
eavesdropping. 
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Figure 2: The Gaussian wiretap channel. 

 

5. Error Control Coding and Cryptography 

Traditionally communication systems have implemented security measures by cryptographic means. However, 
with the introduction of the wiretap channel model by Wyner, it became clear that security can also be achieved 
through means of channel coding. The wiretap channel model portrays two friendly users sharing information over a 
main communications channel cm (e.g. a fading wireless channel) and a passive eavesdropper observing a degraded 
version of the information through a wiretap channel cw. We will assume that both channels are discrete and 
memory less. Portrays this scenario using binary symmetric channel (BSC) models for both cm and cw. If the 
communication over cm is of a private nature, it then becomes necessary to accomplish two seemingly conflicting 
tasks of reliability between the friendly users and security against the eavesdropper through some encoding 
technique. The purpose of this paper is to quantify the additional complexity that the eavesdropper faces when the 
security problem is addressed with channel errors at the physical layer in mind.  

The existence of codes providing reliability to friendly parties while maintaining some level of confidentiality is 
crucial to increasing necessary computations for an eavesdropper, and has been proven by Wyner as well as Csiszar 
and Corner. Practical codes of this kind, however, were not discovered. It has since been shown for many varying 
circumstances and channels that practical codes exist which satisfy both design constraints of reliability and secrecy. 
For example, it has been shown that practical low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes exist which achieve these two 
criteria for a noiseless channel cm and a binary erasure channel cw. Similar results have been shown , also making 
use of LDPC codes as well as multilevel coding for the case of independent quasi-static fading channels cm and cw. 
In this paper we address a practical scenario where both cm and cw are treated as BSCs with probabilities of a bit 
flip pm and pw, respectively. It is assumed that the wiretap channel quality is less than that of the main channel, that 
is pw > pm. This might be the case, for example, in a zoned-security application where the friendly parties are inside 
a building and the eavesdropper is outside the building monitoring communications. 

 

6. Cryptanalysis of Stream Cipher with Bit Errors 

With the information-theoretic cryptanalysis of a classic cipher when symbols of cipher text are erased in the 
wiretap channel. Although the techniques may lead to greater understanding of other more modern ciphers in a noisy 
cipher text setting, we also wish to deal with more practical scenarios directly. In this chapter, we look into the 
cryptanalysis of stream ciphers, and evaluate the enhancement to security that can be gained when the cipher text is 
error prone by analyzing specific attack algorithms. The stream ciphers that we investigate here have a key stream 
generator that is based on linear-feedback shift registers (LFSRs). It is well known that this class of ciphers is 
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susceptible to certain correlation attacks that exploit the linear structure of the key stream along with correlations 
within the key stream generator. 

However, we wish to characterize the security of these ciphers when the cipher text obtained by an attacker is 
error prone. We show that two classes of correlation attacks can still be implemented with essentially no changes to 
the attack algorithms in this setting, although with limited effectiveness. The degeneration of the potency of these 
attacks is given as a function of the error rate in the cipher text, and is characterized using computational security. 
Of course, as we gain understanding of the required error rates in cipher text to cause attacks against stream ciphers 
to fail, we can use this knowledge to design practical physical-layer security codes. The addition of such codes has 
the ability to make weak cryptosystems strong, and strong cryptosystems even stronger, by increasing the entropy of 
the attacker’s knowledge of the cipher text E.  

Hence, the information theoretic analysis we provided may yet have further applications in more modern ciphers. 
The analysis of stream ciphers differed from that of substitution ciphers, in that we looked at specific attacks and 
analyzed the utility of those attacks when error rates in the cipher text were greater than zero. For stream ciphers, it 
was shown that small error rates in the cipher text can render attacks useless. The attacks that were studied were of 
the fast correlation variety, and positive error rates in the cipher text tend to de-correlate data until the attacks can no 
longer extract information about the secret key. These results are indeed encouraging when we wish to enhance 
cryptography be providing error rates in cipher text. 

The second problem we addressed with regards to the multilayer security theme, focused on the design principles 
of practical channel coding techniques that exploit characteristics of the packet erasure wiretap channel model. We 
invented the family of stopping set codes, and analyzed their properties. They require feedback to guarantee reliable 
transmission for legitimate parties, and to obtain an effective advantage over eavesdroppers, even when they have 
lower erasure rates than legitimate receivers. These codes obscure transmitted cipher text at an eavesdropper’s 
receiver, and require brute-force attacks on a subset of missing bits that are associated with degrees of freedom in 
punctured code words obtained by an eavesdropper. 

Solutions to these two problems combine to form a more complete security solution than either solitary 
cryptography or isolated physical-layer security channel coding. Physical-layer security is cast into a cryptographic 
security enhancement role, reducing information-theoretic requirements of other less practical schemes to those that 
can be obtained in practice. While backing away from the fundamental information theoretic security limit of 
secrecy capacity, design requirements are simplified to the point that the codes can be deployed in more uncertain 
scenarios, e.g. when eaves droppers are undetected or channel state information is unknown. Furthermore, if an 
eavesdropper enjoys an advantage over legitimate parties, cryptography can still provide secrecy, even when 
physical-layer security is impossible. Channel codes that confuse an eavesdropper’s cipher text naturally force 
another layer of complexity on cryptographic attacks. Cryptanalysis techniques that take into account noisy cipher 
text can allow this security enhancement to be quantified. 

 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 

  The objective of this paper was to provide a multilayer security solution for transmitted data in a digital 
communications system using the combination of physical-layer security coding and application-layer cryptography. 
We concluded that a simple substitution cipher, although insecure as a standalone cipher nowadays, is often an 
ingredient in more complicated cryptosystems.  

The work presented here can be listed with many other contributions in the area of physical-layer security, 
although this work certainly leans toward the practical implementation aspects of the research area. However, our 
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study on the cryptanalysis of noisy cipher text, according to our knowledge, is the first of its kind, and may yet 
initiate more research in multilayer security. We also hope that this work will allow physical-layer security research 
to find better coding techniques that can apply to a multitude of different channel scenarios, and thus, become less 
dependent on perfect channel state information and other limiting requirements for real-world use. 
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